
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 17

Ergodicity and ergodic theory In the study of transformation or
(semil groups of them on measure spaces, typically probability)
have applications to a 17-year-old subject called descriptive
combinatories, which deal with Bowel (or more generally,
desinable) graphs on Polish spaces

of tries to understand

coloring/watching question about new with regularity
conditions on these objects (e.g. a Bosel coloring).

A Bowel graph on a Polish space X is a Boel subset
CCX sit. It's symmetric and irreflexive. A graph is

locally cdb/fnike it each mortex has coly/finitely many
neighbours. Locally Ctbl Bowel graphy wise from Bord
actionProx of th groups P.

at ive x be a Borelation of let I be a symmetric
generating set for . We define the schreier graph as at
this action with as follows: FxyeX,

143) 2Gg:E) b= 5.x become NES,



the connected components of has are exactly the orbits of the
action MMX. If the action is free (i.e. no concidentity
group element has a fixed point) then each component ofas
is a copy of the Cagles graph of 5 wats.
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For example, the Hamming graph on IN is exactly the

Schever graph of the group tRR2 with the generating
not [E:GIN3, where Un== 10,0, ...,0,h a tracts on 2
via flipping the with bit, so the action is continuous.

Now let G be the Schrever graph of an irrational rotation
220s' by the rotation to. Since end component is a
X line, we can choose starting point in each coponent
via Axiom ofChoice of obtain a encouring of h
so the chromatic number of 2 is 2, N1) =2.



XBM
What is the stainable/Bare measurable chromatic

number of C? Cealy, 2=x(n) Eicasexp(a).
g Thus, x (a) =3.

↑to
the allowing is a suspense of Ignerid ergodicit,the

Prop. [x(a) = XsMIa = 3 = x3 (a).
Proof. Suppose there is a measurable 2-coloring, i.e. colours

are measurable sets Bad B? Note hut B is

Eachcomponent:⑧ ⑧ D
an invariant of for the

Bs 82 9 rodation Ex by 22, which
is still irrational, so the action is still ergodic. Thus
B is well or woull. But 1B = x (BY = 2 boase [IB
=B' a rotation preserver reason, contradiction.
same works for a BM color B bere Ta(B = Bd Ts
is a homomorphism so B is meager (B" is mager

Boat set of hierarchy.
A measurable space is a pair (X,3) where X is a set
and 5 is a 5-algebra on it.



Exagles. For a Polish space X, (x, B(x), (x,BM(x),
↓ X, MEASm(X1 Roo some Bore measure Mon X.

For a given wraly. I on X, we say let a 10K
pourches 5 if 325 of 3 is the smallest ovals.
containing 3. For E=0(X), let E = = GA?AtE),

Prop. If a generates a raly 3 and 5'2EEM 5'23 is

closed under ctblunious of atll intersections,
then 3= 3.

Proof. At 3"=<A23': A, A'c33,so 51 3'15, a we

show that 3=5. By det, 323"13" is closed under
~ fleets. Let (An) = 3". Then WAna3'ed (UAn)"=
↑An'e 3' here AlE3'. Thus, 3" is a oncly, containing E

For measurable spaces (X, A) of (Y, B), a function
*1x,A) e (Y,B) is called measurable if "(B) = A.

If i is a top space, then by default we turn it into
a measurable space (Y, B (4). Thus, a function fixe

is called 8-measurable if it is measurable a function



From 14, A) 20 (4, B(i)) . This equivalent ho

preimages of open sets being in A bene of the following:

Prop. Let (x,8) of (y,B) be measurable spaces f
3 is a generating at for B. Then for any foxY,
it "B? A then f is measurable.

Proof. Let B' =(BEB: "(B =A3. Then B' s a B
is a Frazebra base A is, so B = B.

Set. Let be a top, space. We define the Borel hierarchy
as follows:Zithe collection of open sets. For any col

ordinal 4, deine Tax== - ECIX). Suppose is0x)
is seized for all Pcd, G,pcc, of define

z(x) = = SVAn: An E To, for B2 323.
Also, As(x:=z=(x)&4=(x).

Prop. For
my netrizable X, the picture is:
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(a) FEcaco, IXeEroSEAiK.
1)B/x= UAgIX=W52t Wota(X).
Prof.(4) Enough to prove EAs based is closed under

complements. For ES EAg,the part 2% T
is by det, so we chow z = Ea
For P=1 M 4 = 2, his is just the statement
Aft open

sets are to, which true in matrizable spaces.
For a2,511, we have 7% Thee z8.
For $22, hen In itself is union of previous
T-sets, and so is E., has 5 =E9

(b) All equalities except the first follow from CC). For the

first one, 2 is obvious technically, by induction on
as I follows from the regularity of we, which implies
At VEK) is closed under ctblunious:

<CW,
if dnaw, of AndEn Men G:= supha is

U

still <c, so all An G Eg, here VAnEEat
so ze-UAs is a ralzebra containingT ce


